The leader in securing enterprise identities against cyberthreats.

WHAT WE DELIVER
The Centrify Identity Platform protects against the leading point of attack used in data breaches — compromised credentials — by securing an enterprise's internal and external users as well as its privileged accounts. Trusted by more than 5,000 customers, including half of the Fortune 50, Centrify secures identities across hybrid, cloud, mobile and on-premises IT environments.
The weakest point in any organization is privileged identities with root, admin or read/write access privileges to critical infrastructure, apps and data. (Source: Verizon)

WEAKEST POINT 100% OF BREACHES

100% of recent high-profile data breaches were due to compromised credentials. (Source: Mandiant)

59% OF DECISION MAKERS

In 2015, 59% of US IT decision makers reported sharing access credentials with other employees at least somewhat often. (Source: Centrify survey)

44% OF US COMPANIES SURVEYED

In 2015, 44% of US companies surveyed reported breaches that together cost millions of dollars. (Source: Centrify survey)

THE KEYS TO THE KINGDOM

With massive data breaches making headlines every day, security awareness has never been higher. Security issues are demanding the attention of every C-suite and boardroom in the world.

Traditional network security is eroding

• Modern enterprises need to define a new perimeter that secures company resources that are located anywhere; including users, devices, apps, data and infrastructure.

Compliance is not security

• Compliance refers to a measurement at a single point in time; security is an ongoing state of being.

Current identity management is dangerously fragmented and needlessly complex

• There is a current explosion of identity where every new piece of software or device requires some form of identity management; each one presents a potential exploit for attackers.

CENTRIFY IDENTITY PLATFORM

The Centrify Identity Platform reduces risk by placing identity at the center of protecting data. With unified identity management across cloud, mobile and data center IT environments, corporations benefit not only from heightened security, but from continuous compliance and improved ROI.

CENTRIFY Identity Service

Unifies identity, mobility and Mac into an enterprise cloud service, to eliminate the hassles of multiple passwords and enforce security policy across SaaS, mobile, on-premises apps and Mac

CENTRIFY Privilege Service

Cloud-based password and access management solution for today’s hybrid world of servers and network infrastructure deployed in the data center and cloud

CENTRIFY Server Suite

Secures the industry’s broadest range of mission-critical servers from identity-related insider risks and outsider attacks and makes security and regulatory compliance repeatable and sustainable

A LEADER IN BOTH THE 2016 GARTNER I'DaaS MAGIC QUADRANT AND FORRESTER WAVE: PRIVILEGED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT, Q3 2016.
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People love working here
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